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Understanding aviation, mitigating risk
McLarens Aviation is the leading provider of claims, risk and asset management
services to the global aviation industry. Founded in 1964, we handle in excess of 3,500
assignments each year via a network of 32 locations worldwide. For over 50 years we
have been the organisation that people turn to when they require the very highest
levels of industry knowledge and risk expertise.
We have built a comprehensive risk management capability, underpinned by decades
of analysing, managing and reporting on literally tens of thousands of accidents and
incidents worldwide. This experience has given us a unique understanding of what can
happen, enabling us to help you anticipate and prepare for what could happen.
Our team of dedicated professionals, all drawn from the aviation industry, bring the
knowledge, skill and most importantly the hands-on experience necessary to help you
navigate today’s complex risk management environment.

Our clients include:
• Aviation insurers and brokers

• Maintenance repair organisations

• Investors and financiers

• Airlines and operators

• Petroleum and mining companies

• Ground handling and de-icing companies

• Aircraft lessors

• Airport operators
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An integrated approach
The aviation business is in a constant state of flux where the saying
‘life is too short to make all your own mistakes’ has never been more
relevant. Such an environment calls for a business partner with a broad
knowledge base that can offer an integrated approach to meet your
needs. McLarens Aviation is that partner.
Our detailed understanding of how airports, airlines, maintenance
providers and ground handling companies operate, interact and mitigate
risk, allows us to present ‘real world’ solutions to the challenges faced.
While many conduct risk reviews as ‘tick box’ exercises, we assess
on‑the‑ground realities. Our hands-on industry experience, including
extensive exposure to litigation surrounding accidents and incidents,
allows us to deliver practical recommendations that address both the
underlying risk issues and their potential consequences.
This breadth of in-house expertise has led to our integration of what
are typically considered separate functions into six core modules that
together present a dynamic capability.

Why McLarens Aviation?
A great reputation
We have built an enviable reputation and proven track record
spanning over 50 years.

The best people in the business
We have in excess of 80 in-house specialists in their respective
fields to ensure a consistent and high quality service.

A truly global reach
Operating from 32 locations in 21 countries worldwide provides
not only a rapid, cost efficient response, but brings local
knowledge and language skills.

A flexible and solution driven culture
Our integrated modular approach provides you with the
flexibility to draw on expertise from just one area or to combine
various modules to achieve a complete solution.

The highest levels of quality and integrity
With our AS9100 and ISO9001 accreditations for the London
Operation and EASA Part M approval as a Continuing
Airworthiness Management Organisation (CAMO), you can
be assured of the highest levels of quality and service in the
business.
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